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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Expectations of a hawkish ECB to keep EUR supported ahead of Thursday’s meeting   

USD Earnings, FOMC, payrolls – Potential for further easing of the safe haven bid for the greenback 

JPY BoJ likely to enjoy an easier week, but the speculators will be back in due course. A pause for JPY     

GBP BoE meeting to spur volatility          

 
Overnight comment – ECB, BoE in focus  

Currency markets broadly held the post-FOMC moves in the Asian session, as did UST 
yields (See currency comment section for more details). US equity futures were buoyed 
by solid earnings after the close. Tech stocks were the main gainers in the Asian equity 
session, otherwise stocks were somewhat lacklustre. In Japan Deputy Governor 
Wakatabe, whose term ends on 19 March, said the Bank had to be very very cautious on 
any further widening of the YCC bands saying there was a balance between policy 
sustainability and the impact on long-term rates. His comments imply no change at the 
March BoJ meeting. Meanwhile, the JGB market dysfunction remains on-going. A softish 
10yr auction saw yields rise, while 30yr yields tracked UST yields lower. Anecdotal 
evidence of higher wages in Japan is on-going with one of the supermarket chains 
offering a ~7% pay rise. MoF’s weekly data showed Japanese investors still wary of 
foreign bonds. USD/JPY sits at 128.60 as European trade gets underway. 

 
In Europe central banks are the focus (see section below for a brief preview) and weak 
German trade data had limited impact. EUR/USD sits just above 1.10, while GBP/USD 
is around 123.90 as Europe opens.  

              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

EZ – ECB meeting (%, depo) 2.5/2.0 

UK – BoE meeting (%) 4.0/3.5 

US – Weekly jobless claims (k) 195/186 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. The ECB has been clear that its policy rates will rise by 0.5% in February and 

the market has been fully priced for such an outcome for a number of weeks. There are 
no new forecasts so the focus will be on President Lagarde’s post-meeting press 
conference. The CPI/GDP/unemployment data this week are not likely to have had much 
impact the decision. We expect Lagarde will continue to push the line that rates need to 
move higher and that a slowdown in the pace of rate hikes for the March meeting is 
unlikely. The BoE meeting is much more interesting. There has been minimal pre-meeting 
guidance. One reason is that the Board is clearly split with 2 votes for no change and 1 
for a 75bp hike in December. The Bank will deliver new forecasts. In recent quarters, 
volatility in energy prices and fiscal policy have made these hard to read and the Bank’s 
forecasts have been a poor guide to actual policy. Given less volatile financial markets, 
there is a chance that the forecasts become a better guide to future policy. As always 
there will be considerable interest in where the Bank sees inflation on a 2~3 year horizon. 
The vote split will also be of interest. A dovish shift seems likely. The Bank is also 
expected to review the supply side and possibly downgrade its view of potential output.      
  
US. Today is quiet in terms of data allowing markets time to digest yesterday’s FOMC 

meeting. Jobless claims continue to suggest that the labour market remains solid.  
Company earnings remain a focus.           

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
Fed review – Ongoing increases but with a dovish tinge  

The Federal Reserve hiked 25bp as widely expected. The statement left in the phrase “The Committee anticipates that 
ongoing increases in the target range will be appropriate in order to attain a stance of monetary policy that is sufficiently 
restrictive to return inflation to 2 percent over time”, but nonetheless noted that “In determining the extent of future 
increases in the target range, the Committee will take into account the cumulative tightening of monetary policy, the 
lags with which monetary policy affects economic activity and inflation, and economic and financial developments”. The 
statement also noted “”Inflation has eased somewhat but remains elevated” but this was preceded by a sentence on 
robust job gains and low unemployment. Taking into account cumulative tightening does indicate that the end of the 
hiking cycle is approaching.  
 
We see the reference to rate hikes (plural) as being in line with our expectations of 25bp hikes at the next two meetings. 
The Committee certainly wasn’t ready to suggest that they were now in the “one more and done camp”. There is still 
another six weeks until the next meeting when the Fed will produce new forecasts and a new Dot Plot. We see that as 
of now, most Fed members believe that the December Dot plot is still broadly current. In the press conference when 
asked about the difference between the Fed and the market Powell said he was not concerned and that this broadly 
reflected the market judgment that inflation will fall faster than the Fed expects. He reiterated that if the economy 
performed in line with the Fed’s expectations, there was no scope for cuts this year. He also reiterated that he expected 
to be cautious in declaring victory on inflation.   
 
The initial market reaction was for yields to push higher, equities to decline and for the DXY index to strengthen but 
during the press conference these moves reversed. In the press conference there was some dovish commentary but it 
was mild, although it could also be noted that Chair Powell passed up a few easy opportunities to be more hawkish too. 
Powell noted he still thought “there’s a path to getting inflation back down to 2% without a significant economic decline 
or a significant decline in employment”. In addition, he did not aggressively push back against easier financial conditions 
rather he did so mildly and he when asked if the December dots were still valid he did not say “yes”, which hints that 
lower dots are not unthinkable.   
 
We see the meeting and press conference as broadly in line with our expectations and our forecasts for two more 25bp 
rate hikes and fed funds then remaining unchanged through H2 remain in tact. The rally in 2yr UST yields likely needs 
good labour market/inflation news if it is to hold. Payrolls will need to be on the soft side. We expect that firms will remain 
cautious on letting people go and note that the spread between the ISM new orders and ISM employment indices is 
near a 4-decade high suggesting weak demand is not leading to rising lay-offs. We will be watching the respective 
spread in the non-manufacturing sector ISM on Friday.             
            

We expect the Fed to stay the course…           …as the labour market is slow to soften    

 
 

Source: Bloomberg 
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FX forecasts (as of 30 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 130 128 123 120 120

EUR/USD 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.14

GBP/USD 1.24 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.33

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86

EUR/JPY 142 141 138 137 137

GBP/JPY 161 160 159 157 160
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